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The National Federation of the Blind of the UK  NFBUK

Following the points  already made in our recent letter (below) about
safety and legal responsibility of autonomous vehicles, further
information about the problems of blind and vision impaired people have
been reported as follows.

1.in Milton Keynes where there are wide footways, small  autonomous
delivery pods are being trialled along footways from retail premises to
domestic dwellings, and suggestions have been made that much larger
passenger pods could be operated along footways in a similar manner.

2. The increase in cycling although very desirable, is causing
increasing conflicts with pedestrians, and similar problems are
occurring in Europe where in Copenhagen for instance 40% of bus drivers
have reported seeing passengers alighting from their buses being in
collision with  passing cyclists.

3. The various UK lobbyists promoting cycling, silent and autonomous
vehicles are now looking at footways to provide  the additional space
for their services, and Government appear to be encouraging and
financing this ever increasing volume of wheeled traffic at the expense
of the safe circulation  of pedestrians.

4.  Running cycles and vehicles along footways is unlawful, and a
dispensation has to be given to allow this to happen.  Carriageways are
4 wheels but footways are 4 feet which  must have priority and  be safe
for small children, the old and infirm and people with physical or
sensory  impairments.  Footways must continue to provide  safe walking
routes for  all pedestrians who support the businesses of the town, so
it is essential to  Maintain the legal protection of  kerbs and
push–Button crossings for pedestrian safety to avoid the reduction in
footfall and consequent business closures which is now becoming apparent
in towns where priority has been  transferred to wheeled  traffic.

5. If it is necessary to reduce the width of footways to provide extra
space for wheeled vehicles, the space allocated exclusively for
pedestrian use should not be reduced to below 2.5 metres in width.

6. As computers cannot “see”, it is important that autonomous  vehicle
computers can detect  blind or partially sighted people using a white
cane who cannot see oncoming traffic.  If this is not possible then long
cane users should be able to press a button on their cane and hold it
aloft to  show a  flashing red light on the end of their cane   and send
an electronic message to the computers of approaching cars and buses.

7.  Designing the computer software for autonomous vehicles which will
provide complete safety for pedestrians is a very complex requirement,
and there is likely to be proposals to simplify this task by restricting
the movement of pedestrians, or to require them all to carry electronic
equipment which can be detected by vehicle computers.



8.  We understand that the Government require legislation which will not
place any such restrictions on the movement of any category of
pedestrians.  Although the Government  itself appears to be unable to
enforce its existing equality and safety legislation for pedestrians, it
is hoped that your research will provide a firm legal basis for   the
regulation of autonomous vehicles which the software engineers must
follow, and that all autonomous vehicles will then be required to pass a
stringent safety test before they are registered as fit to be used on
the public highway.
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Dear Sirs,

We understand that you are requesting opinions on the legal structure
and safety regulations  which will govern the operation of autonomous
vehicles.

traditional town Streets with high kerbs, push– button crossings,
traffic signals and road signs, are normally accessible by everyone
including Vulnerable people, and it  appears that autonomous vehicles
will rely on detecting  or   receiving  feedback from these same Street
features to provide their required safety input.

However, the points below detail current trends which are likely to have
a serious impact on  autonomous vehicles and the safety of many
vulnerable pedestrians, especially those who are blind or partially–sighted.

1 right across the country traffic engineers are persuading local
councils to remove kerbs and push–button crossings with their red lights
from busy town streets to improve traffic flow and reduce congestion.

2. This policy call “Shared Space” requires pedestrians to share the
roadway which is being used by motor vehicles and cyclists whose drivers
and riders then need to negotiate with each other by site to decide who
will give way to whom.

3 this organisation and over 100 other disability charities are
strenuously opposing this practice because it makes these shared streets
dangerous or unusable by many vulnerable people including children,  the
old and infirm and many other disabled people, especially those who are
blind or partially–sighted.



4. In many towns where kerbs,  push–button crossings with their red
lights , and some traffic signals have been removed,   essential
feedback to the computers of autonomous vehicles will be severely
impaired, requiring them to travel extremely slowly so that they can
stop instantly when their detectors locate a moving object  close in
front of them. This will reduce traffic flow in town streets and
antagonise the drivers of manual vehicles, although the drivers of level
III vehicles will be able to turn off their computers and perhaps
overtake the slow moving autonomous vehicles in front of them.

5. Presumably, the drivers of levels one, 2 and 3 vehicles will take
full legal responsibility for their vehicles, with the big problem being
that drivers of level III vehicles may turn on their computer and then
not be looking at the road ahead, so if the computer sounds a warning
that the driver must take over instantly, this may take several seconds
during which time the vehicle may be involved in an accident.

6. therefore levels for and 5 vehicles which have no driving controls
will have very different legal requirements because the occupants cannot
be responsible for the movements of the vehicle which will be entirely
dependent upon feedback from the surrounding  street features and the
vehicles own radar and lidar detectors.   The   Vehicles computer will
also contain a very complex 3D Street plan which will use 3 satellites
to locate the vehicle’s position,  but this system can be subject to
errors when the sight line to satellites is blocked by tall buildings.

7. Will autonomous vehicles need to detect all pedestrians walking
safely on the footway, or will they only appear on vehicle computers
when they step onto the carriageway?  This latter option would allow
fast moving objects such as children to appear suddenly close in front
of  moving autonomous vehicles.   For either option to work successfully
vehicle computers must be able to detect the precise position of he
footway and its kerb.

8. Level 4 and 5 autonomous vehicles (without driving controls) could
provide a great degree of freedom for disabled people providing their
abilities and in abilities were understood and  included by the software
programme designers of these vehicles.

9. In a busy town presumably drivers of Level 1, 2 and 3 vehicles with
driving controls would be responsible for finding a suitable space to
park there vehicles, but if a level 4 or 5 driverless vehicle stopped in
the middle of a street full of parked cars to allow its passengers to
alight, and was then directed to park itself, would this not then create
a procession of empty vehicles very slowly driving around the town
seeking a place to park themselves with the attendant congestion and
safety implications?

10.The drivers of level 1, 2 and 3 vehicles would perhaps be able to
find a multi-storey car park in which to park there vehicles, but would
such buildings be expected to have a guidance system that could park and
secure level 4 and 5 driverless vehicles with no occupants, and would
their owners be able to recall their vehicles on demand?

CONCLUSION
11 Might it be advisable to  restore all standard height kerbs,
push–button crossings and traffic signals in order to facilitate the
safe introduction of autonomous vehicles in the near future?
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